## ENG 199 Undergraduate Open Seminar

Credit: 0 TO 5 hours. Approved for both letter and S/U grading. May be repeated.

### CRN | Type       | Section | Time          | Days | Location       | Instructor       |
--- | ----------- |---------|---------------|------|----------------|------------------|
29928 | Laboratory | REU     | ARRANGED -    |      |                |                  |
37827 | Conference | SS      | 03:00 PM - 04:50 PM | R    | 112 - Huff Hall | Conner-Gaten, L  |
         | Conference | SS      | 05:00 PM - 05:50 PM | T    | 112 - Huff Hall | Conner-Gaten, L  |

**Summer REU Program**
Instructor Approval Required
This section is restricted for students in a summer Engineering REU program.

**Summer Scholars Seminar**
Restricted to students with Freshman class standing.
Summer Scholars Seminar - You will be introduced to campus resources, engineering faculty, and company representatives.